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  . . .├As a partition is an extended partition that contains one or more primary partitions.  It must contain at least four primary
partitions (including its own primary partition).  If more than one partition is selected, the operation requires a backup partition

to be specified.  You must also select a device on which to create the partition.  Selecting a partition for creation in a
partitioning operation does not affect its current partition. ├a partitioning operation uses a specific device to store the resulting
partition.  Depending on the selected partition, you can specify which partition type and how many primary partitions you want

created. ├In the following example, the Mac is specified as the target device. ├1.├Select the Mac as the target device on
which to create the partition (this step is required to create the external drive). │Select the Mac to be the target device.│To
continue, click Next. └└①To create a partition that fills the entire disk and overwrites all existing data on the disk, select
Shrink Disk (and select the Shrink Volume button to specify the disk volume to shrink).├To create a partition that fills the

entire disk and retains existing data, select Resize Disk and specify a size of one megabyte (MB) (and select the Resize Volume
button to specify the disk volume to resize). ├2.├Select the Create Partition button to specify the type of partition you want to
create, the number of primary partitions, and other options. └└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└└
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